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ABSTRACT

The speech recognition systems using VQ have usually the problem 
decreasing recognition rate, MSVQ assigning the dissimilar vectors to a 
segment. In this paper, applying One-stage DMSZDP algorithm to the 
recognition experiments, we can solve these problems to what degree. 
Recognition experiment is peformed for Korean DDD area names with 
DMS model of 20 sections and word unit template. We carried out the 
experiment in speaker dependent and speaker independent, and get a 

recognition rates of 97.7 % and 81.7 % respectively.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the experiment, we choose the Korean DDD area names to make a voice 
dialing system[ll]. The VQ(Vectar Quantization)】！] quantizing datum into 
an unit of vector is efficient in computing time, but inefficient in 
recognition rate. MSVQ(Multi Section VQ)[4] extending VQ divides speech 
signal into constant length segments and produces codewords in each 
segment. Because time duration of each syllable in a string is different, 
MSVQ algorithm assigns dissimilar vectors to a same segment. To solve 
these problems, the DMS divides the string dynamically to make similar 
vectors one segment acxording to the feature. Therefore the short speech 
feature such as fricatives can be chosen to be a representative feature 
vector[2]. In this point of view, we call it Dynamic Multi-Section (DMS) 
model and it makes each modd get a time duration information. The 
reference patterns in our experiments are made by using the DMS model.

2. THE DMS MODELING PROCESS

The DMS model [8] has to divide a word string into some segments 
dynamically according to the features, and make them have a 
representative feature vector for each segment and time duration 
information. Therefore complicated procedures are needed. It consists of 
two steps. First step is the dynamic segmentation, and Second is the 
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getting representative feature vectors and time duration information. Figure
1. shows the flow chart to make a model.

2.1. DYNAMIC SEGMENTATION ALGORITHM

The jth (IWjMJ, J is number of DMS model segments) segment of DMS 
model M for each word has the segment information M(j), M(j) consists 
of feature vector and duration information p；. First we segment 

learning datum equally in the time axis, and gather feature vectors in a 
segment to get a centroid. This centroid is a representative feature 
vector in a segment. Considering all segments are same size and 
dividing the last frame number in each segment by the total number of 
frames, we can get a time duration information. It is represented as the 
following.

f/m ， 1SWJ (2-1)

where, em (j) is the last frame number of jth segment, Im is the number 

of total frame for learning data, M is the number of total learning datum. 
As we perform DP-matching algorithm between the learning data and the 
initial word model, we can change the segment boundary. Getting total 
accumulated distance by DP-matching and assigning the last frame 
number in new segment by backtracking, we can get a new centroid in 
the new segment. This new centroid is regarded as a representative 
feature vector and model is updated. Simultaneously, the ratio of the 
number of frames in each segment to total number of frames is 
registered as a duration information. After updating word model, if the 
sum of the total accumulated distance by DP matclung for 은ach learning 
data is smaller than the prior distance, then the procedure must be 
repeated, otherwise, the procedure stops since the model can't be more 
stable.DP algorithm includes accumulated distance D and distance Pj by 

time duration information.

D(i, J) = du(g + min{ 으甘*”) 牛*y’D (2-2)I kj\i lj rj-i

Total distance between learning data and model is obtained by (2-2) and 
P(j) is the difference distance of time duration information between the 
ith frame of the learning data and the last frame of jth segment of word 

model.

Pj - W dsE(j), i) 
ds(e(j)r i) = 丨 (跖• 후 】) -i I

(2-3)

(2-4)

Also, W is weighting value for the difference between duration time 
information and effecting element for an optimal recognition rate.
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3. One-Stage DMS/DP RECOGNITION ALGORITHM

3.1. The elementary step of algorithm

We first define the basic concepts before explaining a detail algorithm.
1) Unknown input test pattern consists of i = L…time frames
2) Reference patterns compared with input word sequences consist of the k 
words of one or more syllables, that is the collectivity of templates. This 
includes the representative feature vectors computed in DMS modeling and 
doesn't include time duration information. From now, we call reference 
pattern (or template) a DMS template.[14]
3) j = 1,…，J(k) presents the time frame of DMS template k, J(k) presents 
the length of DMS template.
Our goal is the decision of the best connection of DMS templates, 

q(l),...,q(R). q(D”“,q(R), what we call "super" reference pattern.

3.2 One-Stage DMS/DP algorithm

Based on the prior concepts, One-Stage DMS/DP algorithm is followed.
Step 1) Initialization

P(l, j, k) = i d(l, j, k) (3-1)

Step 2) a) Perfarming step 2b-2c for i=2,...»N

b) Performing step 2c-2e for k=2,...,K

c) D(i, 1, k) = d(i, 1 , k) + min( 械*), **)，k*=l........K

(3-2) d) Performing step 2c for j=2,...J(k)
D(i-1, j,幻，

e) D(i, j, k) = d(i, j , k) + min D(i-1, j-1, k), (3-3)
D(i, j-1, k)

Step 3) Using the accumulated distance array D(iJjk), the best path can be 
traced reversly from the end frame in DMS template which have the 
minimum total accumulated distance.

In step 3, the unknown sequences of input wards are found by back 
tracking the decision achieved by minimum operator at each lattice point. 
For this backtracking procedure, array of accumulated distance is to 
be stored while the recursive related expression is calculated.

4. THE RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT

4.1. The process of making speech data base and DMS Template

Speech data is filtered by a 300Hz-4.5kHz BPF, sampled at 10kHz, 
converted 16bit data, pre-emphasized, covered a Hamming window, 
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calculated a 10's order autocorrelation, that is LPC cc圮fficient]L2] by each 
128 samples,and finally calculated LPC cepstrum coefficient. The template 
is constructed by DMS model. Speech DB is 난此 146 DDD local names 
spoken by three male speakers. DMS template is experimented in speaker 
dependent and independent with three types of model. It is shown in Table 
1.

4.2. Implementing a recognition system

The speech recognition system is implemented on IBM PC/486 with 
TMS320C30 DSP board[10][13]. It is 아lown in Fig. 3

4.3 Recognition experiment

First we divide each word to 20 sections and make templates to get a good 
recognition rate. The results are shown in Table 2-6»

5. DISCUSSION

At the case that syllable is applied as a recognition unit, it takes about 
2-4 seconds for recognition and the recognition rate is low. At the case of 
word, it takes about 10-20 seconds with high recognition rate 
comparatively (about 97.7% in the speaker dependent, 81.7% in the speaker 
independent). In the experiment, the speech datum spoken in the slow 
utterances resulted in the recognition rate of 70% below. Therefore, we 
have to consider the more efficient time normalization and coarticulation 
problems. For good recognition rate, the number of segments and weights 
are fixed to 20, 0.6, respectively, and the general experiment results are 
obtained as the following : 1) Because the computing time is proportion to 
the number of segments, the tradeoff of the recognition rate to the 
computing time has to be considered properly.2) It is necessary that the 
time normalization and coarticulation are studded more seriously .3) 
Speakers have to utter circumspectly.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we experiment the isolated words recognition in medium 
scale vocabulary for a real-time voice dialing system. The applied 
recognition algorithm is the One-Stage DP method that is combined with 
DMS template method. The recognition is performed with the 146 DDD 
area names. As a result of the experiment, we get 97.7%, 81.2% 
recognition rate in speaker dependent and independent, and it takes about 
7-14 seconds in a recognition. For a real-time voice dialing system[14], a 
reference pattern in terms of subword unit must be studied for DMS 
templates. The algorithm with subword unit, having a effective time 
normalization, solving a coarticulation effect, must be studied also.
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Divide learning data 
into J section

Calculation feature 
vector and time 
information

Dynamic segmentation 
algorithn between 
learning data and 
word isodel

Fig.3. Block diagraa of overall recognition 

systMi using On«-Stag« CMS/DP

Allocating new section

Calculation feature 
vector and time 
information

Rgisteration 
Word Model

Fig. 1 The process of word model generation Table 1. Diagram of model template for speaker

Model 1 Two utterances data of A,B,C Speakers
Mod 이 2 Two utterances data of A,B,C,D Speakers
Model 3 Two utterances data of A,B,D Speakers

Tl(l) Tl(2) Tl(3) T】(4)

12(4)T2(2) T2(3)T2(l)

Speaker 
Independent Model 1
D-l Speaker 85.61 x
D~2 Speaker 87.67 x
D~3 Speaker 84.24 %

TN ⑴ 1N(2) TN(3) 1N(4)

TN

(a)

M(l> M(2) M(3) M(4)

(b)

Table 2. Recognition result with model 1 
for Speaker Independent

Speaker 
Dependent Model 1
A Speaker 96.23 *
B Speaker 97. 26 争
C Speaker 90. 75 *

Fig. 2 An exaaple of coapleted DMS nodel: 
(a) training data (b) CMS acxiel

Table 3. Recognition result with model 1 
for Speaker Dependent
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Speaker 
Dependent Model 2

A Speaker 97.26 %
B Speaker 95.20 *
C Speaker 97.26 *
D Speaker 95.54 %

Table 4. Recognition result with model 2 
for Speaker Dependent

Speaker 
Dependent Model 3

A Speaker 98.28 *
B Speaker 97.60 *
C Speaker 97.26 *

Table 5» Recognition result with model 3 
for Speaker Dependent

Speaker 
Dependent Model 2 Speaker 

Independent Model 3

D~1 Speaker 93.15 % C-l Speaker 78.76 *

D-2 Speaker 89.72 * C-2 Speaker 72.60 *

Table & Recognition result with modd 2 
for Speaker Dependent and with 
model 3 for speaker independent
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